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When a new technology is developed, field testing is often not con-
cluded until it has already gone into service. Ultimately it is only in the
course of daily operations that the reliability and strengths of a new
technology can be examined in order to determine whether they come
up to expectations and whether the envisaged economic benefits can
actually be realised. The new technology of pod propulsion, which is
implemented primarily in cruise liners and ferries, appears to be no
exception in this respect. Initial experience suggests that the cost of field
testing will (again) have to be borne – at least in part – by the insurance
industry. As claims experience is very limited to date, it is particularly
important for insurers to become familiar with this new propulsion tech-
nology, carefully weigh up the pros and cons of the risk as a basis for
their underwriting policy, and take them into consideration when
making quotations.  

Diesel-electric drives have for years been an established technology on
special vessels like ice-breakers, cable-layers, and research vessels, and
have also been used on smaller tankers and passenger vessels in the
more recent past. Unlike conventional drive systems, diesel-electric pro-
pulsion means that the vessel no longer has a slow-running main en-
gine in the traditional sense – which works directly on the tail shaft and
the propeller without any gears – but an array of smaller diesel engines
running at medium speed, each of which is connected to a generator.
The generated power usually supplies two large electric motors, which
turn the propeller and thus move the vessel. It was only following the
technological achievements in the field of speed-controlled DC drives
that it became possible to provide the power required for vessel propul-
sion. Nowadays it is technically viable to build propulsion systems with
30 MW. An array of drive motors on one shaft or twin-propeller design
makes it possible to attain virtually any amount of power.

1  Diesel-electric propulsion systems and their 

strengths



1.1  Diesel-electric propulsion systems have the following main

strengths:

– Flexible and space-saving layout of the vessel’s engine room 
– Uniform supply for on-board power supply and propulsion system
– Enhanced manoeuvrability due to high torque at start-up
– High overall efficiency of the drive system as each of the diesel 

engines runs at optimum efficiency (individual engines being 
switched on or off as required under partial-load conditions)

– Reduced nitrogen emissions as the diesel engines run at optimum 
operating conditions

– Fuel savings of 8 to 10%
– Lower transmission of vibrations onto the hull, resulting in very

smooth running
– Simple and reliable change from forward to reverse drive
– High level of redundancy and hence reliability of the propulsion

system

1.2  Pod propulsion systems and their strengths

In pod propulsion systems, the electric drive motor is located outboard
in a pod and can be continuously rotated 360 degrees (similar to the
outboard engine of a boat). All the other components of the system 
(diesel engines, control panel, engine control room, etc.) are inside the
vessel as with conventional diesel-electric systems.

The most common types of pod propulsion system known in the market
are the three following systems: AZIPOD®1 (azimuthing electric podded
propulsion), MermaidTM2, and SSPTM. The SSPTM3 pod propulsion system
is different to the other two systems in that the propulsion units (pods)
are each equipped with two propellers (one pulling, one pushing).

1 AZIPOD®: registered trademark of ABB/Kvaerner Masa Yard.
2 Mermaid™: registered trademark of ALSTOM/Kawema.
3 SSP™: registered trademark of SIEMENS/Schottel.



1 Schematic diagram of an AZIPOD®

drive system.

1 Hydraulic steering unit

2 Installation block

3 Bearing, shaft seals

4 Front propeller

5 Shaft line

6 Slip-ring unit (power and 
data transmission)

7 Ventilation

8 Air cooling

9 Bearing

10 Electric motor
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2 Schematic diagram of an SSP
TM

drive system.

1 Hydraulic motor and planetary
gear combination (multiple)

2 Slip-ring unit for main and auxiliary energy

3 Azimuthing slewing bearing

4 Electro-hydraulic steering system (multiple)

5 Auxiliary devices

6 Hull line

7 Support cone

8 Bilge system pumps

9 Rear propeller

10 Rotor coupling

11 Strut

12 Propeller shaft

13 Front propeller

Propulsor room

Azimuth module

Propulsion module

14 Cap

15 Rear bilge

16 Bearing, sealing, brake system

17 Fins

18 PEM synchronous motor

19 Front bilge

20 Cap
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On the fixed side of the pod, which penetrates the hull, are the slip-ring
unit, the heat exchanger for cooling the motor cooling air, and the
hydraulic control system to turn the pod.

The lower part of the pod contains the electric drive motor. This section
is submerged in the water. The propeller is usually a fixed propeller,
with separate bolt-on blades. (This type of construction is the same as
that used in Russian nuclear submarines.)

The strengths of diesel-electric systems are enhanced in the following
respects by the pod design:

– Additional space savings by installing the drive motor outboard 

– Elimination of the vessel shaft system (drive shaft with all its bearings,
sealing elements, ducts, and connection to the main engine)

– Elimination of transverse thrusters in the stern because the pod(s) 
can be continuously rotated 

– Further reduction of the vibrations induced by propellers

– Substantial enhancement of manoeuvrability as thrust can be gener-
ated in every direction, even at slow speeds

– Elimination of the conventional rudder system

– Greater flexibility in the construction phase (as the propulsion system
can be installed at virtually any time during construction)

– The drive motors are usually in the form of dual winding motors,
which are fed by separate, autonomous converters and are speed-
controlled. This means that two power supplies are available and 
can be operated independently in an emergency. Either supply chain
can maintain 50% of propulsion power in the event of the other 
chain failing.



– The pod drives are generally installed below the stern. They are de-
signed to pull or push. The stern must be designed to accommodate
the propulsion system. The efficiency of a pod drive is at least as high
as that of a conventional drive (propeller with rudder blades) and
tends to be even higher.

3  A typical arrangement of the

engine system and drive systems

on a cruise liner.



2  Experience with pod drives

The idea of the AZIPOD® drive was realized in Finland in 1990, when a
1.5-MW prototype system was installed on a vessel. In 1993 and 1995
two smallish ice-going tankers were converted to pod propulsion with
11.4 MW. The manoeuvrability of these vessels was found to improve
particularly in ice; their radius of turn was substantially reduced as was
the distance required for an emergency stop. According to the manufac-
turers, the operating safety of vessels with pod drives is very high, not
least on account of the large redundancy inherent in the concept. There
does not appear to have been any abnormal wear and tear. In practical
operations, the dockings to be scheduled are comparable to those of
conventional vessels. The manufacturers consider AZIPOD® a tried and
tested propulsion system.

4  Repairs and main-

tenance work on

the AZIPOD®

motor of a

28,6000-BRT

cruiser liner

during the

warranty docking

after a year in

service.



The above strengths of the propulsion system are essentially based on
the claims made by manufacturers and operators. In spite of these thor-
oughly positive assessments, there are other quite critical opinions of
the pod propulsion system:

– The vessels’ running characteristics when steering a straight course
ahead on the deep-sea leg of voyages are said to be much more “ner-
vous” than those of vessels with traditional propulsion and rudder
systems.

– It is also claimed that the greater transverse thrust (improved steering
characteristics) of pod drives only reveals its full benefits at low
speeds. When sailing relatively fast in coastal waters and port ap-
proaches and making slight course adjustments, traditional systems
are said to be better.

Also, the first reports from cruise liners about damage and precaution-
ary maintenance work in connection with large pod drives would suggest
that their wear characteristics and long-term behaviour are less favour-
able than those of conventional systems. Their reliability cannot be
trusted absolutely.

An indication of this appears to be that at the end of 1999 a manufactur-
er of pod drives joined forces with Marin, the Dutch maritime research
institute, and a number of shipowners to perform a long-term study of
the integrity and reliability of podded propulsers on in-service cruise
liners. The question is therefore whether pod propulsion systems are to
be regarded as tried and tested in ocean-going vessels – particularly in
the case of cruise liners – or whether at least high-performance systems
should still be regarded as prototypes. On the Queen Mary 2, for in-
stance, which is scheduled to be getting under steam by the end of
2003, each of the two propulsion motors are to have an output of 
19.5 MW (approx. 26,000 hp).

In practice the experience is that teething troubles occur just as much
after new vessels have gone into service as in the case of vessels with
conventional propulsion; the majority of problems involve the complex
electrical systems and the electronic controls of these systems.

3  Critical observation of the pod

propulsion concepts



4  Insurance of vessels with pod drives

The strengths of diesel-electric vessel propulsion are certainly presented
in as positive a light as possible by the manufacturers and operators of
pod propulsion systems and their claims are largely not to be refuted
either. Nevertheless, insurers of both hull and loss-of-hire (LoH) risks 
are faced with the question as to the concrete effect these strengths
have on the risks themselves. Smoother running characteristics and
reduced vibrations are without doubt sales arguments for an increasing-
ly demanding cruise clientele. Other factors that are of economic benefit
to shipping company owners or operators of the vessel are the savings
on tugs and bunkers, greater flexibility in vessel design and hence the
optimum use of space, and higher passenger capacity. 

These benefits are, however, of no importance as far as the risk borne
by insurers is concerned. The advantage of enhanced manoeuvrability
in narrow waters is partially cancelled out by the fact that for reasons of
economy the use of an assisting tug is dispensed with. Because of the
fierce competition in the market and the pressure to sail to increasingly
exotic destinations, the trend today is to build cruise liners with opti-
mum manoeuvrability and little draught so that they can visit more and
more small ports.

But narrow approaches, shallow waters, and the lack of tugs increase
the risk of accident considerably in many an outport, particularly where
cruise liners of the latest generation are concerned. This also applies to
other vessels equipped with pod drives like ferries, shuttle tankers, and
offshore and navy vessels.

Another factor that should not be underestimated is the technological
complexity of the systems, which require a highly qualified and well-
trained crew to operate the engines. These vessels age like any other
and this, together with the fact that they will be sold at some time
during their service life as second-hand tonnage, will certainly have a
risk-aggravating effect. Experience shows that old vessels are increasing-
ly prone to mechanical problems towards the end of their service life;
expenditure on repairs and maintenance is often kept to a minimum and
the vessels usually have cheap crews without sufficient qualifications.
Consequently, the underwriting risk of ships with pod drives must be
expected to increase more quickly than their age.



The risk is reduced, however, by the fact that pod drives are usually
arranged in the form of twin drives – with the pods being located on
each side of the vessel (port and starboard) – so that the vessel is able
to continue sailing without assistance at reduced speed and manoeuvra-
bility even if one of the diesel engines or one of the electric power sup-
ply chains breaks down completely.

On the other hand, the risk increases considerably in an accident, e.g. 
in a severe case of the stern hitting the bottom and the loss of one or
both of the main drives – located, as they are, on the outside of the hull.
The loss amount is likely to increase by a factor of 5–10 compared with
a vessel with a conventional propulsion system.

5´ Central positioning

of a single SSP
TM

drive system.
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1 Paper manufacture
2 Excavation pits below groundwater level
3 Cement production
4 Fire protection on construction sites
5 Directional drilling 
6 Diaphragm walls
7 Laying of pipeline siphons
8 Sugar production
9 Immediate action after damage to 

electronic equipment and installations 
10 Monitoring glass panes for breakage, 

part 1
11 Monitoring glass panes for breakage, 

part 2
12 Caissons
13 MRPC/MRPCMaps 

Rating software for Engineering insurances
14 Combined cycle stations
15 Pod propulsion
16 Fluidized bed combustion systems in

power stations
17 Loss prevention by infrared thermography
18 Transformers

19 Steel plants 
Part 1: Steel production

20 Steel plants 
Part 2: Steel processing

21 Hot work
22 Locating leaks after water damage
23 Earthmoving machines
24 Desalination of sea water
25 Aero engines
26 Printing machines
27 Crude oil refineries

Part 1: Basic principles
28 Crude oil refineries

Part 2: Plant sections, insurance aspects
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